Instrumental Variables Bearings-Only Tracking (MIV-BOT) method for a stationary observer. A smoothing operation directly fuses multi-sensor bearing measurements by exchanging the measurements as the instruments in a pseudo linear estimator. The MIV-BOT formulation produces a smoothed velocity estimate parameterized to any position along the target trajectory, which is found from a single laser range finder measurement. Target range predictions, derived from the smoothed two-state velocity estimate, are then used as range measurements in two parallel Kalman filters. The result is a recursive, passive and unbiased fusion scheme. The theoretical development is investigated by Monte Carlo simulation in short tracking scenarios. Experimental results show that the fusion scheme produces reliable estimates for non-manoeuvring targets.
Introduction
Using a Kalman filter in Cartesian co-ordinates for the bearings-only tracking (BOT) target motion analysis (TMA) problem leads to a premature collapse of the filter covariance matrix and estimate divergence [l] . In response, a variety of BOT methods have been proposed, including the modified polar filter, which uses bearing rate, range rate divided by range, bearing and reciprocal range [2] . Pseudo linear estimate (PLE) methods have also been proposed [3] , which linearize the state equations by incorporating nonlinearities into the noise term. However, the PLE information matrix becomes artificially large because of the correlated measurement noise in the regressor and regressand. Consequently, PLE filter implementations provide a false indication of the filter performance and yield biased estimates [l] . This bias manifests itself as an under-estimated target range.
To eliminate the bias, Instrumental Variable (IV) methods replace the measurements in the PLE observation matrix by generated IVs. Chan and Rudnicki , and others have investigated the fusion of infrared imaging sensor data and radar range measurements via a partially decentralized, sequential tracking algorithm. They found that fusing imager bearing and periodic radar range measurements yield diverging state estimates when the target was outside the image fi-ame [7, 8] . The hybrid scheme allows sequential imaging sensor measurements to be fused with asynchronous, but periodic, radar range and bearing measurements. These tracking schemes are active and allow the observer to remain stationary.
TMA with multi-path time delay [9] aims to eliminate the observer manoeuvre requirement. Multi-path time delay TMA in the maritime environment relies on classic BOT and time-delay signal measurements reflected off the ocean floor and collected by a towed-array sonar [9] . While such schemes can operate with a stationary observer, they are impracticable for many land based applications.
Passive multi-sensor tracking using a distributed network of imaging sensors presents one potential solution for TMA with a stationary observer. Target localization can now be performed from simple trigonometric relationships [lo]. The impact of registration errors has been investigated, by examining the effects of positional and orientation uncertainty on distributed sensors. It has been shown that registration errors can significantly affect target position estimates, but not the velocity or acceleration estimates [IO]. However, in the very dynamic and rugged land environment, such implementations may be practical only in limited situations where time and location permit correct registration and synchronization.
The majority of work on BOT is devoted to the maritime tracking environment where long observation times, non-manoeuvring targets and optimal observer manoeuvres are taken for granted [1,2,3,4,9,10,11,12].
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Therefore, a BOT technique is required for passive tracking in the land environment, where the observer often needs to be stationary for tactical reasons. This paper proposes such a scheme.
A , = 
Putting (1) into (2) gives -xiTcosBi +jliTsinBi =xo cospi -yo sinpi +Ei (
Without loss of generality, let T=l. 
Cross multiplying in (14) and re-arranging terms yields
The smoothed estimate cl has less error than the filtered estimate h I , as confirmed by simulation.
Fast Smoothing
For online smoothing, the time when a range measurement is made is not known ( I priori. One solution is to store all bearing measurements up to the p sample and then batch smooth the LS estimate according to (1 8).
This requires a large memory; therefore, it is necessary to have a recursive smoothing scheme that allows the on-line estimation of the target state at each discrete-time sample.
Note that in the smoothing process, each measurement in GI; is weighted by the factor (1-k 
where (I-lf 0
..,
We can now compute recursively at each instant three 2x2 matrices: 
Instrumental Variables to Eliminate Bias
An estimate ik is biased if its expected value deviates from the true value i! . That is, E{ } f i! 9 and E{ i k }-e is the bias. An estimator is
However, in (8) In least squares terminology the regressor and regressand are correlated and the estimates in (8) and (1 8) are biased One means to eliminate the bias is the method of Instrumental Variables (IV). IV is a fundamental feature of the fusion scheme'and the IV method is described briefly.
Since the Gk and @k matrices of the smoothing process are functions of the same measured bearings, they are correlated. Let another matrix be available which contains independent estimates of the measurement matrix and call this matrix zk.. Then, E{ ZkTqk }= 0, E{ 4'6, }=o and E{ 4 ' G k }=o (29)
It is necessary that ( 4 ' G k r' exists for any sample k.
The elements of the z k matrix are called the instruments and the batch solution for the 1V smoothing estimator is given by modifying ( 18) to measurement at time k, they are sub-optimal and estimates diverge under high levels of corrupting noise [4] . Multiple, co-located sensors are available on many modem observation platforms, providing independent target bearing measurements. Disregarding platform and weather disturbances, the sensor measurement noise is clearly uncorrelated; hence, the independent measurements make an ideal choice as instruments.
This paper proposes a fusion method that uses independent sensor measurements as the instruments in the smoothing estimator. The MIV-BOT method simply replaces p k in (6) with a second independent sensor bearing measurement, p k , to produce the I v matrix z k -
Kalman Filter
With the availability of independent imaging sensor centroid bearing measurements, we can formulate a recursive on-line process that estimates the target position and velocity, given at least a single range measurement. The Kalman filter is able to produce a recursive, LS estimate. In the two dimensional plane, let the target state 
where the range prediction, E k from the smoothed MIV-BOT estimate is
Since the elements of h, are independent of GI, , the estimator is consistent [13]. Chan and Rudnicki [4] generated sub-optimal instruments based on previous estimates of the target state, using k-I measurements. While the computed instruments are clearly statistically independent of the bearing The Kalman filter predictor is given as and the prediction estimate of the error covariance is where Q is process noise model. It is assumed zero for the constant c o m e and speed target. We will model any manoeuvre as a Gaussian process, at which point the diagonal elements in the Q matrix is non-zero. The Kalman gain at each iteration is calculated online and is given as
where & is the noise covariance matrix [14] . The twodimensional innovation sequence is given by:
The Kalman filter corrector update is then with a corresponding error covariance update 3 Simulation Results
Experimental Set-up
Several simulations were performed to investigate the performance of MIV-BOT fusion by smoothing. A target travels along the imager Line of Sight (LOS). The sensor image frame is formed on the Z-X coordinate plane, and 2-dimensional target trajectories lay on the X-Y plane. Each image frame contains 640 horizontal (J3) pixels x 480 vertical (V) pixels. The imaging sensor field-of-view (FOV) is the number of degrees spanned in azimuth and elevation. In azimuth, this is denoted by 'Yh and in elevation by yv . The reference frame notation for the simulations is adapted from [8] and Figure 1 shows the relationship between 2-dimensional, image pixel co-ordinates and the 3-dimensional sensor LOS co-ordinates. decorrelate the filter inputs, the range prediction is whitened with 1 YO independent, zero-mean Gaussian random noise. At each sample, the noisy range prediction is then used as the range measurement in the second Kalman filter, and vice versa. The a posteriori Kalman filter position estimate is fed back to smooth the next bearing measurement. 100 independent runs were performed to collect statistics.
Receding Target
In the first experiment two co-located imaging sensors observe a close range, receding target whose initial position and velocity are 20=-15(kn, yo= 15CDm,X= lOm/s,Y= lOm/s. Figure 2 shows the X co-ordinate velocity RMS error and Figure 3 shows the decentralized fusion scheme X coordinate positional RMS error, for the visible sensor. The Y co-ordinate and infrared sensor performance is not shown, as the results are similar. The plots begin at 15 seconds, since the system is determinant only once the LRF makes a range measurement. It is evident that the scheme can produce converging velocity and positional estimates using a single active range measurement. The bias is minimal and the estimation error approaches the Cramtr-Rao lower bound (CRLB) [ 131. These two experiments show that the MIV-BOT fusion architecture is robust. Smoothing the target velocity estimate at the receipt of a single range measurement, and predicting range from the velocity estimate and position measurement, yields converging position estimates. While these experiments used short tracking time, sufficient tracking baseline was available to achieve system observability. This is particularly the case in the highangle approaching target scenario, as a truly radial target will be unobservable. The MIV-BOT scheme produces estimates with minimal bias. Finally, the experiments show how each smoothed velocity estimate is a fusion of all available information, and that multi-sensor bearing measurements can be directly fused by the smoothing algorithm.
Conclusions
The experimental results show that fusion with the MIV-BOT method is efficient in short tracking scenarios under reasonable noise levels. The experiments demonstrate that the MIV-BOT velocity smoothing method is less susceptible to divergence in short-tracking situations, even under moderate levels of corrupting noise. The passive smoothing method was shown to generate reasonable velocity and range predictions for constant course and speed targets, in a variety of target trajectories. By incorporating the range predictions, it was shown that the MIV-BOT data fusion scheme can accurately estimate the state of a constant course and speed target, and the estimation errors approach the CRLB. The experiments show how each smoothed velocity estimate is a fusion of all available information, and that multi-sensor bearing measurements can be directly fused by the smoothing process.
Appendix
The Cramtr-Rao lower bound denotes the theoretical limit for the covariance matrix of an unbiased estimator [ 131.
To derive this bound for BOT, let the target state vector be The CRLB covariance, for each state variable in (57) is the diagonal of(FIh4-l) [13] .
